In contrast, the outer Jovian magnetosphere has not been thoroughly examined above energies of several MeV nucleon '•. Limited data from Voyager 1, 2 indicate that the composition is similar to that of solar particles [Vogt et al., 1979a [Vogt et al., , 1979b ], suggesting a nonmagnetospheric source which enters the magnetosphere at an undetermined location. No spectra have been obtained in this region.
A transition between the different energetic particle characteristics of the inner and outer magnetosphere occurs somewhere roughly between 10 and 30 Rs, a region we refer to in this paper as the middle magnetosphere. This is a region that has not been well studied and now can be with the data obtained by the Galileo spacecraft. Not only has the middle magnetosphere been traversed multiple times, allowing distinctions to be made between temporal and spatial variations, but the orbits pass through this region over a range of local times. In this work, we use the energetic particle data from the Heavy Ion Counter (HIC) on Galileo obtained during these orbits to investigate the temporal, spectral, spatial, and compositional properties of 4.5 to 18.5 MeV nucleon '• energetic particles in the middle magnetosphere.
Additionally, the middle magnetosphere may contain the acceleration site of the Iogenic plasma to high energies [Barbosa et al., 1984] . Prior to the Galileo mission, the location of this acceleration region had not been identified, but was suggested to be beyond 15 Rs by Gehrels and Stone [1983] and Barbosa et al. [1984] . Recent energetic particle measurements from HIC have provided evidence of acceleration at 25-30 Rs ]. More of these data will be presented and discussed here. Figure 3 illustrates this selection process for orbit C21 (shaded regions correspond to selected data). Unfortunately, there is no magnetic field data available for the E6 orbit. It is evident from the peaks in the rate profile of Figure 3 that the heavy ions are primarily contained to the magnetic equator, as was also observed by the Pioneer and Ulysses missions [Trainor et al., 1974; Smith et al., 1992] . Thus for the E6 orbit the magnetic equator crossings were determined from the local maxima in the rate profile. While this is roughly consistent with defining crossings based on magnetometer data, it is less accurate at large radial distances where there are few particles at HIC energies. The selection process was done to avoid having to make intensity corrections that are related to the pitch angle distribution, which is not obtainable from these data, and resulted in typically -45% of the available event data between 10 and 30 Ra for each orbit being selected. An average radial position was determined for each time period based on the Galileo trajectory. In Plate 1 we present oxygen intensities for each of the nine orbits of interest as a function of radial distance from Jupiter for the inbound and outbound segments.
Radial Variations
As expected, the oxygen intensity decreases dramatically with increasing distance from Jupiter, dropping -2 to 4 orders of magnitude over 10 Ra. Surprisingly, there are significant differences between the inbound and outbound segments. There •Not enough points in the 11-20 Rj region for a fit.
used in the bottom panels of Plate 1. However, the orbit-to-orbit variation is not reduced in either the inbound and outbound segments when plotted versus <B>, suggesting the orbit-to-orbit variation is related to temporal variations. This is further supported by the substantial differences between inbound orbits C21 and C23. Both were obtained at local times significantly different (closer to midnight) than the other orbits, yet C23 agrees well with the <B> organization seen in E4, C9, and C10 (and the inner part of G7). During the outbound E6 pass, there is a significant increase in the oxygen intensity near 20 Rj which is similar to events discussed by Selesnick For each of the magnetic equator crossings, the LET B oxygen data were divided into four energy intervals to create a spectrum. The spectra obtained for different radial positions for the C10, E4, and C9 inbound and G7 outbound passes are plotted in Figure  4 . Although sufficient statistics to obtain all four spectral points for every crossing are not always available, it is clear in C 10, C9, and G7 that the spectra are statistically consistent with power laws where the spectral indices are independent of radial distance (average Z 2 values are 1.1 and 1.6 for the inbound and outbound orbits, respectively). This is true for nearly all the orbits both inbound and outbound and spectral indices ([•) near -2.8 are typical (Table 1) In a simple exercise we assume that the energetic C, O, and S ions can be represented by a common spectrum that is a power law of index -3 at E/Q < 60 MeV el '1 which smoothly changes to a power law of index -9 at E/Q > 60 MeV el '1. In converting the spectra to a function of E/m we assume C has a single solar component with a charge state of 6. Oxygen and sulfur have two components representing the Iogenic and solar origins. The Iogenic charge states were taken to be 1 and the solar charge states taken as 14 and 8 for S and O, respectively. Since an ion conserves its magnetic moment (M), it is useful to convert the remains whether such a source could populate the inner magnetosphere with energetic particles on reasonable timescales and produce the temporal, radial, and spectra characteristics seen in the HIC data. To investigate this, a simple diffusion model with an ion source such as that just described was created.
Diffusion of equatorial ions at constant first adiabatic invariant consistent with the previously discussed observations. We note that since the model parameters have not been optimized to fit the data and a realistic field model is not used, only a qualitative agreement with the data should be expected. That the model qualitatively reproduces many of the behaviors seen in the data suggests that a combination of solar O and C and Iogenic O and S with a common E/Q spectrum is a plausible source of the energetic ions observed in the middle magnetosphere.
Summary
We A common acceleration region and energy per charge spectrum for the ions observed by both HIC and EPD on Galileo suggests that a single mechanism may be responsible for the acceleration of the cold plasma from Io to energies of several MeV nucleon -1, although it is likely that many acceleration cycles would be required. Such a mechanism would also accelerate the observed solar particles that enter the magnetosphere from outside. Therefore it is likely that their phase space density should decrease with increasing distance beyond the acceleration site. Future work with the HIC data may confirm this and provide additional information on the acceleration process.
